Beam's eye view volumetrics: an aid in rapid treatment plan development and evaluation.
A well-designed treatment plan fully irradiates the target to the prescribed dose while minimizing radiation to adjacent critical structures. Beam's eye view is an important component of treatment planning systems because it provides the operator with tools needed to achieve this goal. Through interactive manipulation of displays, the planner uses beam's eye view to adequately cover the target volume while geometrically avoiding certain critical, normal structures. A factor not considered in current beam's eye view programs is the fractional volume of each structure irradiated given a specified beam direction. We have incorporated a rapid volume calculation capability in our beam's eye view program, and have applied it to provide a quantitative aid to treatment planning development and evaluation. Treatment planning of lung tumors has been studied using this tool. Volumes of lung and spinal cord treated as a function of portal angle may be calculated much more rapidly than dose volume histograms and yet provide quantitative indices which follow the trends of dose volume histograms as a function of field angle. Plots of normal tissue volume irradiated as a function of field angle identify the optimal angle to minimize irradiated volume of a structure at a glance. For multiple field plans, a bitmap approach identifies areas treated by various combinations of beams. Volumetrics combined with beam's eye view are useful in treatment planning because they (a) provide quantitative information needed in choosing and optimizing portal entry angle (b) provide an interactive approach to understanding the relative merits of different multiple field plans and (c) complement the information provided by the more time consuming generation of dose volume histograms. The clinical application of this tool in treatment planning is presented.